The Windmill's Turning

Noel and Hardy  This song is an arrangement of Daar Bij Die Molen by Willy Derby, 1935  Jan Van Laar Sr

\( \text{\textit{I know a spot where first we met, T'was by an old mill stream; It}} \)
\( \text{\textit{Whenshadows fall, I still recall Eachhour of happiness; When}} \)
\( \text{\textit{was a place I can't forget, Where once we used to dream; I}} \)
\( \text{\textit{by the mill my heart stood still, When you first whisper'd "Yes!" Then}} \)
\( \text{\textit{found her in the twilight there, In days that used to be; I}} \)
\( \text{\textit{with a sigh, we said "Good-bye!" to romance that we knew; But}} \)
\( \text{\textit{see the sun shine in her hair, It brings a memory. The windmill's}} \)
\( \text{\textit{spring will bring me back again, To our old rendezvous.}}} \)
\( \text{\textit{My heart is yearning, In dreams I'm}} \)
\( \text{\textit{bring to you Love's sweet refrain}}} \)
\( \text{\textit{Churchbells are}} \)
\( \text{\textit{ringing, The birds are singing, And in my}} \)
\( \text{\textit{heart dear, I know we'll meet again.}}} \)

\( \text{\textit{The windmill's gain.}}} \)
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